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Resum 
Els metalls obtinguts mitjançant fusió de llits de pols (PBF, Powder Bed Fusion), concretament per la 
tècnica de fusió per feix d'electrons (EB, Electron Beam), poden tenir propietats diferents, ja siguin 
físiques o mecàniques, depenent de la deposició d'energia del feix d'electrons i d'altres paràmetres de 
fabricació. El fet de conèixer les propietats mecàniques dels materials permet explicar el seu 
comportament davant d'estímuls externs, i una tècnica molt utilitzada per fer-ho és la de realitzar 
assajos de nanoindentació. 
 
En el present estudi, s'han analitzat una sèrie de mostres de metalls produïts mitjançant PBF-EB 
utilitzant diferents paràmetres de manufactura mitjançant assaigs de nanoindentació amb l'objectiu 
de conèixer els canvis que es produeixen a les propietats mecàniques (concretament, la duresa i el 
mòdul elàstic), i correlacionar-los amb la microestructura. 
 
Paral·lelament, s'han dut a terme anàlisis estadístics de les dades obtingudes als assajos mitjançant 
algoritmes d'aprenentatge automàtic (Machine Learning). Concretament, s'han aplicat mètodes 
d'agrupació (clustering), amb la intenció de crear un mètode robust que sigui capaç de, a partir de les 
dades dels assaigs de nanoindentació, identificar determinades característiques del material, 
concretament quines fases conté, com estan distribuïdes i les orientacions cristal·lines que tenen.  
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Resumen 
Los metales obtenidos mediante fusión de lechos de polvo (PBF, Powder Bed Fusion), concretamente 
por la técnica de fusión por haz de electrones (EB, Electron Beam), pueden tener propiedades 
diferentes, ya sean físicas o mecánicas, dependiendo de la deposición de energía del haz de electrones 
y otros parámetros de fabricación. El hecho de conocer las propiedades mecánicas de los materiales 
permite explicar su comportamiento frente a estímulos externos, y una técnica muy utilizada para ello 
es la de realizar ensayos de nanoindentación. 
 
En el presente estudio, se han analizado una serie de muestras de metales producidos mediante PBF-
EB usando diferentes parámetros de manufactura mediante ensayos de nanoindentación con el 
objetivo de conocer los cambios que se producen en las propiedades mecánicas (concretamente, la 
dureza y el módulo elástico), y correlacionarlos con la microestructura. 
 
Paralelamente, se han llevado a cabo análisis estadísticos de los datos obtenidos en los ensayos 
mediante algoritmos de aprendizaje automático (Machine Learning). Concretamente, se han aplicado 
métodos de agrupación (clustering), con la intención de crear un método robusto que sea capaz de, a 
partir de los datos de los ensayos de nanoindentación, identificar determinadas características del 
material, concretamente qué fases contiene, cómo están distribuidas y sus orientaciones cristalinas. 
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Abstract 
Metals obtained by Powder Bed Fusion (PBF), specifically by Electron Beam (EB), can have different 
properties, either physical or mechanical, depending on the electron beam energy deposition and 
other manufacturing parameters. The knowledge on the mechanical properties of materials makes it 
possible to explain their behavior in the face of external stimuli, and a widely used technique for this is 
to perform nanoindentation tests. 
 
In the present study, a set of metallic samples produced by PBF-EB using different manufacturing 
parameters have been analyzed performing nanoindentation tests with the aim of understanding the 
changes that occur in the mechanical properties (specifically, hardness and elastic modulus), and 
correlating them with the microstructure. 
 
At the same time, statistical analysis of the data obtained in the tests was carried out by Machine 
Learning algorithms. Specifically, clustering algorithms have been applied, with the intention of 
creating a robust method capable of identifying, from the nanoindentation test data, identify certain 
characteristics of the material, specifically which phases it contains, how they are distributed and the 
crystalline orientations they have.   
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Glossary 
AM: Additive Manufacturing 
SEM: Scanning Electron Microscopy  
ISE: Indentation step Effect 
EB: Electron Beam  
PBF: Powder Bed Fusion  
EBSD: Electron Backscatter Diffraction 
V4E: Vanadis 4 Extra steel 
BN: Boron carbides 
SEM: Scanning Electron Microscope 
GMM: Gaussian Mixture Model 
HAC: Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering 
DBSCAN: Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise  
EM: Expectation Maximization 
GMM: Gaussian Mixture Model 
EDS: Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy  
BN: boron carbides  
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1. Introduction 

Micromechanics, also referred to as continuum micromechanics of materials, study the connections 

between microstructure and properties of multi-phase materials. There are two principal objectives 

that micromechanics intends to fulfill: the first one is homogenization; the process by which 

macroscopic behavior is inferred from the geometrical arrangement and material responses of the 

elements. The second one is localization; describing the microscopic fields that correlate to specific 

macroscale fields [1]. Some of the most common micromechanics methods are those computational 

based, such as serial sectioning, statistical synthetic or multi-cell, which provide better estimations of 

properties than analytical methods [2]. 

Nanoindentation correlates with micromechanics by the fact that it can be used in the 

micromechanical models mentioned before and with finite element analysis (FEA), to predict the 

intrinsic mechanical properties by measuring it in individual phases in heterogeneous materials [3]. 

As nanoindentation provides a high-throughput data due to the high-speed feature, the use of 

statistical methods allows the intrinsic mechanical properties determination of the constitutive phases 

of the material [4]. Because of this, unsupervised machine learning techniques are applied, also called 

cluster analysis, that consists in the partitioning of data into relevant subgroups when the number of 

subgroups is unknown [5]. Some of these techniques include Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), K-

means clustering, and Hierarchical Agglomerative clustering (HAC), among others. 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a manufacturing technique, also known as 3D printing, which is based 

on layer-by-layer material deposition principle. A key advantage of AM is the ability to manufacture 

complex-shape parts that are impossible to obtain through traditional techniques [6]. 

One of the most important AM technologies for metals is the PBF-EB (Electron Beam based Powder 

Bed Fusion) due to its ability to achieve advanced control over the manufacturing process. PBF-EB 

technologies have been used to manufacture different types of metallic alloys including single phase 

stainless steels such as 316L [7]–[9] and more complex multiphase materials such as super duplex [10] 

or cold-work tool steels such as V4E, in which carbides are formed during manufacturing [11], [12]. 

Moreover, another advantage of this technique is that it allows for local tailoring of the material 

microstructure, so that different material properties in a single material is possible, such as mechanical, 

thermal, and electrical properties [13]–[15]. Furthermore, it is also possible to use different powders 

and combine them during manufacturing in multiple separate stages, resulting in a multi-material 

component whereby the components are built with different alloys containing different phases [16].   

By combining high-speed nanoindentation with clustering techniques, a comprehensive understanding 

of the mechanical properties of the AM materials can be achieved. This analysis can facilitate the 
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identification of different mechanical properties associated with both phases and even crystal 

orientations. 

It is known that differences in microstructure and phases imply different properties [17]–[20]. 

Therefore, obtaining information about the phase’s quantity and distribution through the material is 

desired, as it would allow us to understand the overall material behavior, and the only way to reach 

this is to perform nanoindentation tests.  

Nanoindentation tests, are widely used for measuring the mechanical properties of thin films and small 

volumes of material, enabling the accurately measurement of nano-Newton forces [21]. As it is possible 

to make indentations with a high-speed rate of 1 indentation per second, high speed indentation maps 

with the material properties (and thus phases distribution) are obtained [3]. 

At this point, it is possible to correlate the property maps with the microstructure of the material. 

However, this correlation is visually apparent, but not quantitative. To quantify the phases information, 

the data must be deconvoluted using statistical methods [22]. 

It must be highlighted that both nanoindentation and statistical analysis are very useful and well suited 

for PBF-EB manufactured materials, since they present local changes in composition and 

microstructure, which consequently result in local changes in mechanical properties. In this study, a 

group of metallic samples manufactured using PBF-EB are analyzed by nanoindentation tests and the 

data is treated using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) algorithm. 

1.2. Motivation 

Multiple articles have studied the correlation between the property’s maps derived from 

nanoindentation tests and analyzed it using statistical methods based on clustering algorithms 

assuming that the distribution follows a Gaussian  [4], [23]–[26]. Also, the maps included on these 

studies concentrates on localized regions –because it is sufficient to measure nano-scale properties – 

but it is no common to see nanoindentation maps with relatively large dimensions with also high 

resolution, due to the time needed to perform it.  

It has been thought that performing high dimension nanoindentation properties maps would be of 

great interest, since it would enable the possibility to apply different statistical methods, compare it 

and discuss which one works better. 

Another point to consider is that data deconvolution is done considering that mechanical properties 

can be approximated by a Gaussian function [4], [24], [26]–[28]. However, in some cases this model 

doesn’t fit the data properly, as is shown in Figure 1, where it can be seen a superposition of the green 
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and red phases, and experimental data unfitted. Therefore, finding a model able to fit all the data 

obtained through the nanoindentation tests is of great interest. 

 
Figure 1: example of a Gaussian model fitting. Source: [4]. 

In this context, high dimensions nanoindentation tests are conducted in this study to analyze big areas 

of the samples and obtain property maps, with the objective to correlate it with the maps obtained 

doing cluster analysis and to verify the accuracy level of the statistical method. Additionally, 

characterization techniques such as Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD) and Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM) were also applied to correlate the sample microstructure and grain orientation with 

the overall mechanical results. 

1.3. Objectives 

In this project, the following objectives are to be achieved: 

- Understand the basic theory on nanoindentation, as well as the use of the equipment, and its 

limitations.  

- Successfully perform nanoindentation tests to a group of additively manufactured samples, 

plot the hardness and modulus maps, and analyze the obtained results. 

- Search and apply different statistical methods to deconvolute the data obtained through the 

tests and choose the one able to fit the largest amount of data. 

- Correlate the hardness and modulus maps with the microstructure observed through different 

analysis techniques such as Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD) and Energy Dispersive 

Spectroscopy (EDX). 
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1.4. Scope of the work 

This work aims to reach all the objectives proposed in the 2.1 section, since there are no restrictions 

other than the available time to perform all the tests and considering that the iMicro nanoindenter and 

other machines such as the Vibromet or SEM are very requested. 

Sample preparation must be considered too, as it takes a considerable amount of time. To perform 

nanoindentation tests, a high level of sample preparation is not strictly required, but it is necessary for 

EBSD analysis. This process has no associated difficulty but must be performed accurately because a 

small error could imply repeating some steps of the sample preparation, as it had been the case. 

Another aspect to consider is that the iMicro presented several technical problems that has limited 

even more the available time, such as tip calibration failures, actuator failures or errors during the data 

acquisition, among others.  

1.5. State of the art 

1.5.1. High-speed nanoindentation 

The concept of high-speed nanoindentation refers to the use of the classical nanoindentation 

technique at high speeds. Recently, advances on this field have been reached such as the discovery of 

alternative materials for indenters [29], new indentation systems able to indent at high temperatures 

with low thermal drift [29], the development of a laser heating technique to measure high-

temperature indentations [30], and improvements on the testing speed rates, which has meant that 

the nanoindentation technique is now classified as a high-throughput mechanical test [31]. In fact, 

high-speed nanoindentation is known as high-throughput nanoindentation too. On this study, focus 

has been put on the high-throughput nanoindentation technique, since analyze statistical methods is 

desired. 

The most recent advances consist of the improvement of the testing speed rates, which means that 

the testing processes have been accelerated until reaching a 6 indents per second speed. This allows 

the development of studies that require a large number of tests in a reasonable amount of time. For 

example, a 10.000 nanoindentations map can be done in less than an hour [31]. 

1.5.2. High-speed nanoindentation statistical analysis 

As it has been mentioned before, high-speed nanoindentation has opened the door to perform 

mechanical property maps containing a considerable number of indentations in a reasonable amount 
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of time, thanks to the test speed rate of 6 indents per second. This implies that datasets with enough 

density to perform statistical analysis will be obtained. Moreover, combining these maps with other 

techniques that allow the information acquirement about microstructure, crystallography, or chemical 

composition makes possible to take a more in-depth understanding point of view. This has been 

recently applied in for instance titanium [32], aged Inconel [33], meteorites [34] and Al-Cu alloys [35]. 

The most common methodology used for statistical analysis of the nanoindentation tests data is the 

use of a simple Gaussian fit [36]. Nevertheless, this method involves several problems, beginning with 

the assumption that the mechanical properties follow a Gaussian distribution, which is not always true. 

Also, choosing the optimal indentation imprint size is essential to be sure that individual phases are 

captured. Moreover, the fact that this method requires an initial estimation of the number of 

distributions to be fitted – which is done manually based on previous knowledge of the case study – is 

the most important drawback due to the incorrect phase identification and/or the incorrect properties 

attribution. For this reason, is important to establish a method that reduces or eliminates, as far as 

possible, the disadvantages described before. Recent studies applied another clustering algorithms 

such as K-means and 2D Gaussian [22], [37], [38], and semi-supervised machine learning algorithms 

[39]–[41]. 

The Gaussian mixture model (GMM) has been applied to multiple recent studies involving 

nanoindentation studies and could be the best method to perform the phase identification of 

nanoindentation tests data [42]–[45]. The main advantage of the GMM is that less assumptions are 

needed to perform a good phase identification and seems to work better. 

1.5.3. Nanoindentation on additively manufactured metals 

Nanoindentation tests are being applied to additively manufactured metals with multiple purposes. 

Some of them are evaluating its mechanical properties depending on different manufacturing 

parameters, analyze the microstructure and evaluating the corrosion resistance, among others [46]–

[49]. The main objective of these studies is to enlarge the possibilities that additively manufactured 

metals could offer by improving its mechanical properties.  
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2. Theorical aspects 

2.1. Nanoindentation 

Nanoindentation is a localized mechanical testing technique similar to a hardness test but differs from 

the fact that the load and displacement into the surface of the indenter measurements are 

continuously measured. While an indenter of known geometry and material is pressed against the 

sample surface, load as a function of displacement is registered, resulting in data from where the 

hardness and elastic modulus is determined. Its widely used to evaluate mechanical properties of 

heterogeneous microstructures on the nanometric scale. 

This technique presents several benefits, such as the hardness and elastic modulus obtaining without 

imaging the resulting indentations, the minimal sample preparation requirement, the non-destructive 

feature, and the availability to apply it to small volumes of material, in the order of about 1 mm3. 

Nevertheless, there are a few drawbacks that must be considered. For example, surface roughness 

becomes critical and could affect to the measured properties if the indenter don’t penetrate deeply 

enough, and finding an appropriate testing region could be a time-consuming task [25], [50]. 

2.1.1. Oliver and Pharr method 

The most widely method used for the hardness and elastic modulus calculus is the Oliver and Pharr 

method, which enables the measurement of the above-mentioned properties with a single test using 

a Berkovich indenter. 

After the test, a load-displacement curve (P-h curve) is obtained and represents all the collected data. 

Notice that it is necessary to record all the data, from the beginning to the end of the test, to get the 

loading and unloading curves. Once those curves are obtained, the unloading one is fitted with a 

power-law relation (Ec.1.) to calculate the elastic unloading stiffness (Ec.2.): 

𝑃 =  𝛼(ℎ − ℎ𝑓)
𝑚

  (Ec.1.) 

𝑆 =  
𝑑𝑃

𝑑ℎ
| ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥   (Ec.2.) 

Where 𝛼 and m are fitting parameters, hf the final depth and S the elastic unloading stiffness. 

The contact depth (hc) is calculated with the following expression: 
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ℎ𝑐 = ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜀
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑆
   (Ec.3.) 

Where Pmax corresponds to the peak indentation load and Ɛ is a constant which value depends on the 

indenter geometry (Ɛ ≈ 0.75 for Berkovich indenter). 

Knowing the contact depth, the contact area (A(hc)) must be calculated. This is done by using the shape 

function at the contact depth (see Ec.4.) of the indenter, which describes the cross-sectional area of 

the indenter to the distance from its tip.  

𝐴 = 𝑓(ℎ𝑐) = 𝐴(ℎ𝑐)   (Ec.4.) 

It’s very important to note that tips are not perfect, and the relationship between the area and the 

contact depth must be recalculated by calibrating the indenter tip using a material with well-known 

properties, such as fused silica or aluminum. 

Once the projected contact area is calculated, hardness and effective elastic modulus are obtained 

from the following expressions: 

𝐻 =
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐴
  (Ec.5.) 

𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
1

𝛽

√𝜋

2

𝑆

√𝐴
  (Ec.6.) 

Where β is a constant that depends on the indenter geometry (β = 1.034 for Berkovich indenter). 

The effective modulus consider that elastic deformation occurs in both the sample and the indenter, 

and its definition is detailed in Ec.7.: 

1

𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓
=

1−𝑣2

𝐸
+

1−𝑣𝑖
2

𝐸𝑖
  (Ec.7.) 

Being E and v the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio for the sample, and Ei and vi the same parameters 

for the indenter [50]. 

2.1.2. Indentation Spacing 

The concept of indentation spacing refers to the space between indents and it’s one of the most 

important parameters when carrying out nanoindentation tests, especially when the volume we want 

to measure its properties is small, where measuring local variations in mechanical properties is priority. 

A recent study made by P. Sudharshan Phani and W. C. Oliver revealed that the minimum indent 

spacing should be 10 times the indentation depth, as it is demonstrated that this value is enough to 
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obtain acceptable results for a Berkovich tip [3]. When the indentation spacing is not enough, there is 

a high probability that results are affected by the overlapping of plastic deformation between 

indentations [51]. 

This parameter lets us know the maximum number of indentations a specific area can contain to be 

sure the results would be truthful. Therefore, tests performed following it will have the maximum 

possible resolution. 

2.1.3. Indentation Size Effect 

Indentation Size Effect is a small-scale phenomenon that consists of the increment on the yield strength 

that occurs, mostly, on micron or submicron sized samples. This yield strength growth is due to the 

sample dimensions approaching the average dislocation spacing and the presence of a limited number 

of defects on the material, controlled by plastic deformation. 

It is assumed that plasticity can be described by classical continuum concepts, in which there is no 

inherent material length scale. As geometrically self-similar indenters (such as pyramidal and conical) 

have neither length scale, the hardness should be independent of the penetration depth. Nevertheless, 

numerous experimental procedures [52]–[55] have been made demonstrating that, effectively, 

hardness is dependent on the penetration depth  

Two types of ISE have been found: the normal ISE, which consists of the yield strength – and therefore 

the hardness – increment at small depths, and the reverse ISE, which stands out for the decrement of 

the hardness at small depths (see Figure 2) [53]. 

 

Figure 2: The two types of ISE, compared with the conventional plasticity. Source: [53]. 
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It should be noted that is possible to know the minimum penetration depth from the ratio between 

the applied load and the stiffness squared as a function of penetration depth where mechanical 

properties would not change significantly [56]. It is interesting to keep this in mind to avoid undesired 

effects such as the mentioned ISE and the measures deviation induced by the roughness of the surface. 

 
Figure 3: example of the obtaining of the minimum penetration depth. Ratio between the applied load and the stiffness 

squared (P/S2) as a function of penetration depth (h) is represented. Source: [56]. 

2.1.4. Pile-up or sink-in 

The Oliver and Pharr method does not account for possible errors induced by the presence of pile-up 

or sink-in phenomena. When pile-up occurs, the contact area is greater than the one calculated by the 

method (using Ec.4.), resulting in an overestimation of the measurements. This is caused by the fact 

that the method uses an elastic contact analysis to calculate the contact depth.  

The ratio between the final indentation depth (hf) and the depth of the indentation at peak load (hmax) 

allow us to avoid these undesirable effects. hf/hmax can only take values between 0 to 1, and when this 

ratio is close to 1, pile-up is considerable. It is also known that the degree of work hardening has an 

important role, increasing the pile-up when is low. However, when the ratio value is less than 0.7, pile-

up can be considered negligible [21]. 
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2.2. Statistical methodologies 

As the nanoindentation tests are considered as a high-throughput mechanical tests, the use of 

statistical methodologies – which includes machine learning algorithms - are required to draw 

conclusions. There are different machine learning algorithms, for example regression, classification, 

clustering, and deep learning [57], but the most used to analyze the nanoindentation tests data are the 

clustering ones, as they can classify data in function of their mechanical properties, and therefore 

identifying the different phases of the material and crystallographic orientations. 

2.2.1. Clustering algorithms 

This type of algorithms is used in unsupervised machine learning - which the highlighted feature is that 

these are trained using unlabeled datasets and are allowed to act on that data without any supervision 

[58], [59] -  to group data points based on their similarities. The groups in which the data points belong 

are known as clusters. On the nanoindentation field, the clusters represent the phases contained on 

the studied material. 

Applying clustering algorithms to the data from the nanoindentation tests allow us to complement the 

mechanical property maps with quantitative information, as the maps only offers a qualitative 

approach.  

The most common clustering methods - the Gaussian Mixture Model, K-means, hierarchical 

agglomerative (HAC), Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) will be 

described in the following chapters. 

2.2.1.1. Expectation-Maximization (EM) clustering using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) 

The standard phase identification method used in the nanoindentation field is the Gaussian Mixture 

Model (GMM) [28]. This model is a combination of multiples Gaussian distributions and is used to 

represent normally distributed subpopulations (the phases or crystallographic orientations) within an 

overall population (the whole dataset from the mechanical property maps).  

When the data form a single peak, a Gaussian (or normal) distribution is used, which is defined by the 

following formula, known as the Probability Density Function: 

𝑦 =
1

𝜎√2𝜋
𝑒

−(𝑥−𝜇)

2𝜎2   (Ec.8.) 

Being µ the mean and σ the standard deviation. 
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For each point X its Y value is calculated. X represents the data, and Y the probability that the data are 

part of the curve. On the other hand, when there are multiple peaks (i.e., the data fit several Gaussian 

distributions), the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is used, and the probability distribution function is: 

𝑁(𝜇, ∑) =
1

(2𝜋)
𝑑
2√| ∑ |

𝑒
−

1

2
(𝑥−𝜇)𝑇(𝑥−𝜇)

∑   (Ec.9.) 

Where ∑ is the covariance matrix of the Gaussian, x the number of datapoints and d the number of 

features in the dataset. 

Ec.9. can also be expressed as:  

𝑝(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑁(𝑥|𝜇𝑗 , ∑
𝑗
)𝐾

𝑗=1   (Ec.10.) 

∑ 𝑤𝑗 = 1𝐾
𝑗=1   (Ec.11.) 

0 ≤ 𝑤𝑗 ≤ 1  (Ec.12.) 

Where wj is the prior probability of the jth Gaussian [60]. 

2.2.1.1. K-means clustering 

The functioning of the algorithm consists in, first, selecting a random number of clusters and initializing 

its respective center points. The distance between each point and each group center is calculated to 

classify each point to the nearest group. The mean of all vectors in the group is calculated, and the 

group center is recalculated. Finally, this procedure is repeated until the algorithm converges, which 

succeed when the group centers don’t change more than a specified value [61]. 

K-means present a few advantages compared to other models, such as the fact that the operation time 

is low – and therefore, treatment of large datasets is not a problem - and it is easy to understand how 

it works and how to implement it. However, there are some drawbacks that must be considered: this 

method is sensitive to outliers, it assumes that the density of the data is spherical and is sensitive to 

scale, which means that results may vary depending on the units of measurement used, among others 

[28]– [30]. 

2.2.1.2. Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) 

The main objective of the HAC algorithm is to classify similar data in different clusters – as the other 

algorithms – but in a hierarchical way, representing the clusters in a hierarchical tree known as 

dendrogram. Its functioning is based on the following steps: 
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- Initializing: the algorithm starts with a set of N elements, being each one a single cluster. 

- Distance matrix calculus: this matrix measures the similarity level between each couple of data 

points. 

- Cluster union: based on the distance matrix calculus, the two clusters most similar to each 

other joint together. 

- Distance matrix update: an update with the new similarity level of the new cluster with the 

other ones. 

- Repeating the cluster union and the distance matrix update since the algorithm converge. This 

happens when there are no more clusters to joint or a special restriction is accomplished, for 

example having a certain number of clusters. 

- Dendrogram representation of the clusters hierarchy. 

The most highlighted advantages of this method are that specification of the number of clusters is no 

needed and that the dendrograms offer a more organized view of the clusters. Notwithstanding, it is 

not valid for large datasets due to the time complexity of the algorithm, being of O(n3). In addition, this 

method has a high sensitivity to noise and outliers [64], [65]. 

2.2.1.3. Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) 

DBSCAN differs from the previous algorithms by the fact that is a density-based algorithm that its main 

function is to identify clusters with different shapes and sizes from a large amount of data, even if there 

are outliers and noise [66]. Its functioning is based on the following steps[67]: 

- Definition of parameters: the neighborhood distance (eps) and the minimum number of data 

points to define a cluster (minPts). 

- Core points selection and distance calculation: a data point from the dataset is selected and 

its distance from the other data points is determined. If the number of points inside the 

neighborhood distance equal or greater than the minimum number of data points to define a 

cluster, the selected point is considered as a core point. 

- Cluster expansion: if the selected point is a core point, a new cluster is formed and the data 

points belonging to the neighborhood distance are classified to the cluster. 

- Classification of the remaining data points: those that are not core points but belong to the 

neighborhood distance are considered as border points. The data points thar are not border 

or core points are considered as noise points. 

It is a fast algorithm, therefore is valid to analyze large datasets and, as has been mentioned before, 

the presence of noise and outliers does not affect the appropriate function of it. But the most 

important feature is that DBSCAN can identify noise and outliers and exclude it from belonging to a 

cluster, which is not possible with another algorithms. This distinguishing is done by identifying data 
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groups that are separated of other ones by an empty space. However, there are several drawbacks 

that must be considered, such as the sensitivity to the choice of parameters and the need to have a 

clear separated points to do the clustering correctly [68], [69]. 

2.2.2. Clusters representation 

Once the clustering algorithm is applied, a certain number of clusters are detected, and experimental 

data is fitted to a certain number of curves – also known as components -. There are three ways of 

representing them: superimposing the fitted curves of the phases on the experimental data histogram, 

plotting hardness vs modulus contour plots, or plotting X position vs Y position contour plots. These 

three representations complement each other. 

2.2.2.1. Histograms 

The main objective of this type of representation is to know how the statistical method has fitted the 

Gaussian distributions with the experimental data. On Figure 4, for example, is possible to clearly 

observe that the statistical method used identified three clusters, and seeing the histogram and 

distribution curves representation we can consider that all of them fits with the experimental data.  

 
Figure 4: example of a histogram representation with three phases superimposed. Source: [24] 

2.2.2.2. X position vs Y position contour plots 

By applying this type of representation, it is possible to see the cluster identification that the clustering 

algorithm have done in a map-view style. This contour plots are usually compared with the 

nanoindentation maps to check the quality of the cluster identification. 
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Figure 5: example of X position vs Y position contour plot of a 316L steel . Source: author image 

2.2.2.3. Hardness vs modulus contour plots 

This representation allows us to know which data points have been labeled to a specific cluster. Also, 

is a tool that allow us to identify which are the clusters that fits better to the experimental data. These 

will be the ones that have less dispersion on its data points, as it has been seen that the clusters with 

a high level of dispersion are, in fact, noise.  

Figure 6 show an example of a hardness in function of modulus contour plot, and the light blue and 

orange clusters data points have less dispersion than those pertaining to the dark blue and green ones, 

indicating that the first two clusters have been done more accurately. 
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Figure 6: Example of hardness vs modulus contour plot for a 316L sample. Source: author image. 

2.3. Characterization techniques 

2.3.1. Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD) 

The hardware needed to perform the EBSD tests is composed by a crystalline sample tilted 70º, a 

phosphor screen, a sensitive camera, an insertion mechanism, electronics to control the SEM, a 

forescatter diodes and a computer running the specific software, as is shown in Figure 7: 

 
Figure 7: schematic representation of EBSD hardware. Source: [70]. 
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When an electron beam is focused on the point of interest of the sample, the dispersion of the 

electrons of the material occurs thanks to its atoms. Some of them contact on atomic planes at 

determined angles that satisfy the Bragg equation: 

𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃  (Ec.13) 

Being λ the electron wavelength, θ the angle on incidence, d the spacing of the diffracting plane 

and n an integer. 

When the electrons diffract, they create multiple paired cones that coincide with each diffraction 

plane, creating the called Kikuchi bands, that are visible on the phosphor screen. The Kikuchi bands are 

formed where the areas of enhanced electron intensity cross the screen [70]. Crystallographic 

orientation is obtained thanks to the fading or brightness of the diffraction spots coming from the 

crystals [71]. 

2.3.2. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 

The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) is a type of electron microscope used to obtain images of the 

samples by scanning the surface with a focused beam of electrons. Its function consists in the 

interaction between the atoms in the sample and the incident electrons, which produces various 

signals corresponding to useful information, such as the topography and the composition. Therefore, 

the microstructure of the sample material can be determined [72], [73]. 

Another similar characterization techniques can be performed using the SEM by attaching special 

detectors as, for example, the EDS – that will be explained below -. 

2.3.2.1. Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) 

The Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) is a surface analytical technique for identifying and 

quantifying elemental compositions in a small area of the studied material [74]. This technique 

separates the characteristic X-rays of each element present on the chemical composition into an 

energy spectrum and, using specific software, this spectrum is analyzed [75]. 

Although this technique is useful due to the high speed of data acquisition, the high efficiency of the 

detector, the ability to obtain important elemental information of the chemical composition and the 

fact that the analysis is non-destructive type [76], there are a few disadvantages that using this method 

involve, beginning with the impossibility of detecting small quantities of elements or those that have a 

low atomic number. Furthermore, low atomic number elements involve poor energy resolution of the 

obtained peaks [76]–[78]. 
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3. Samples information 

A total of 7 samples have been included in this project and are classified in 3 groups according to the 

strategies used for the manufacturing: “multilayered materials”, “microstructurally tailored materials”, 

and “multiphase and composite materials”.  

An Arcam A2 machine was used to carry out the manufacturing process of the samples. Different 

configurations of the machine were used for obtaining the “multilayered”, “multiphase and composite 

materials” and for the “microstructurally tailored” ones. The samples classified as “microstructurally 

tailored” materials were manufactured using the standard configuration of the machine, which 

consists in fetching powder from both hoppers at the same time. On the other hand, for the 

manufacturing of the “multilayered” and some of the “multiphase and composite” samples, a 

reconfiguration of the hoppers consisting of filling the hopper with different metal powders according 

to the desired composition of the sample to be manufactured has been used [6]. This reconfiguration 

also allows the layer-by-layer manufacturing of multi-materials [16].  

The composition of the feedstock materials is specified on Table 1: 

Table 1: Composition of metal powders. Source: [10], [13], [16] 

Element 

[ wt%] 

Fe  Cr  Ni  Mo  Mn  Si  C  Ti  Al  V  N  

316L Balance 16-

18 

12-

14 

2-3 1.4 0.7 0.03 - - - - 

V4E Balance 4.7 - 3.4 0.4 0.4 1.4 - - 3.7 - 

SD 2507 Balance 25 7 4 <1.2 <0.8 <0.3 - - - 0.3 

Information about the BN composition is specified on the next reference: [79].  

More information about the samples is specified in the following chapters. 

3.1. Multilayered materials 

Multilayered materials were obtained by placing 2 different powders; 316L and V4E (see Table 1), in 

each of the hoppers of the PBF-EB machine, and by steering the powder fetched to the build plate in 
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an alternate way. Different configurations were obtained: a transition structure, and a gradient 

structure, as described in the following sections. 

3.1.1. 316L + V4E with transition structure 

This sample has been manufactured with a base of 45 layers of 316L steel, then 10 alternating layers 

with V4E and the rest of only V4E, as shown in Figure 8 a) [16]. 

 
Figure 8: a) schematic representation of composition structure for the 316L steel with V4E. Source: [16]. b) image of the 

316L+V4E sample with transition structure. Source: author image 

The region where the nanoindentation tests were performed is marked with the blue square on Figure 

8 b). 

3.1.2. 316L + V4E with gradient structure 

The same metal powders have been used to manufacture this sample, but its structure is different, 

being compounded by 28 layers of 316L as a base, then 72 layers alternating V4E with a gradient, as 

shown in the scheme on Figure 9 a) [16]. 
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Figure 9: a) schematic representation of composition structure for the 316L steel with V4E. Source: [16]. b) image of the 316L 

+ V4E with gradient structure sample. Source: author image 

It must be said that on Figure 9 b), the region where the nanoindentation tests were performed is 

visible – being the shiny squares and scratch indicated with the blue square -. 

3.2. Microstructurally tailored materials 

3.2.1. 316L manufactured by layer remelting 

These samples have been manufactured using three different scanning strategies with additional 

melting of already solidified layers. This strategy in manufacturing is also called layer remelting. 

Essentially, the beam parameters are manipulated in different zones of the component every layer, so 

that it three-dimensional material microstructure engineering is allowed, as the material 

microstructure depends on parameters such as solidification rates and thermal history of solidified 

layers, among others [15]. 

The parameters were manipulated assigning different strategies in selected zones of the components, 

as shown in the concentric cones of Figure 10. By doing this, different microstructures are generated 

in each part of the specimen, and the sample is here analyzed in two cuts effected in the midpart of 

the specimen; an XY cut (Figure 11 a) and a Z cut (Figure 11 b). Corresponding optical micrographs of 

each of the cuts previous to the nanoindentation tests are presented in Figures 11 c and d respectively, 

where the details of the microstructure can be observed in specific areas of the specimens. 
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Figure 10: Schematic representation of composition structure for the layer remelting type samples. Source: [15]. 

 
Figure 11: a) 316L axial view sample made by layer remelting. b) 316L axial transversal sample made by layer remelting. c) 
Optical micrograph of the green square of image a). d) Optical microstructure of the microstructure of the orange square of 

image b). Source: Carlos Botero. 
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3.3. Multiphase and composite materials 

3.3.1. Super Duplex steel 

Microstructure of the super duplex steel sample is shown in Figure 12. Ferritic (α), austenitic (γ) and 

sigma (σ) phases are expected to be seen [10], but only the ferritic – corresponding to the darkest 

regions - and austenitic – corresponding to the clearest regions - can be clearly identified with the SEM 

image taken [80]. However, sigma phase seems to be barely visible (see Figure 12). 

 
Figure 12: a) SD 2507 steel microstructure, with ferritic (α), austenitic (γ) and sigma (σ) phases indicated by red lines. b) SD 

sample. Source: author image. 

The area indented is delimited with the blue square on Figure 12 b) and can be identified as a shiny 

square. 

3.3.2. 316L + BN 

This sample contained two parts, consisting of one bigger than the other, as it can be observed on 

Figure 13 b). The material is the same, but the small part was cut following the XY manufacturing plane, 

while the big one was cut following the Z plane - similar to the 316L manufactured with layer remelting 

case -. 

As it happened with the other samples, the indented area is clearly visible as a shiny square. In Figure 

13 b) these areas are marked with blue squares. The microstructure is represented on Figure 13 a). 
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Figure 13: a) microstructure of the 316L+BN sample. b) 316L+BN sample, including the big and small part. Source: author 

image. 
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4. Experimental methodology 

In this section, all experimental procedure is described, including sample preparation, nanoindentation 

tests and statistical methods application. 

4.1. Sample preparation 

All samples were subjected to a meticulous sample preparation procedure to reach the better surface 

quality as possible to get the most reliable results.  

This procedure is formed by three stages: putting the samples in bakelite, grounding and polishing. To 

put the samples in bakelite, an approximate quantity of 10 ml of conductive bakelite powder was 

introduced on Struers Labopress-3 machine. 10 mN force and 5 minutes time for the heating and 

cooling stages were set. The grounding process was done using the Struers Rotopol-31 machine and 

the 1200 µm grammage polishing paper for 10 minutes with water, as the samples were already 

grounded and, therefore, the surfaces presented low quantity of defects. The polishing process was 

done using the Struers Rotopol-31 machine too, and the 6 µm, 3 µm and 1 µm cloth disks for 20 

minutes each one and using his respective rough particles and lubricant. For all the steps, the sample 

position has been changed 90 degrees every 1 or 2 minutes to ensure the efficiency of the sample 

preparation.  

All the described preparation procedure was performed on all the samples, but for the super duplex 

2507 one an additional polishing procedure was applied due to the need to perform EBSD analysis, as 

this type of analysis requires a high-level sample preparation. The final polishing stage was performed 

using the Vibromet machine, which polish the samples with OPS colloidal silica in an automated way 

to be sure that the surface will be completely free of any defect. 

4.2. Microscopy characterization 

SEM, EDS and EBSD were used to analyze and characterize the samples. SEM Phenom XL was used to 

obtain the SEM images of microstructure and nanoindentations. SEM Zeiss Neon40 equipped with EDS 

Oxford was used to element analysis. SEM JEOL JSM-7001F equipped with Oxford EBSD was used for 

the EBSD analysis operated at 20kV with a step size of 0.1 µm. 
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4.3. Sample placement 

The first step before carrying out the nanoindentation tests is to accommodate the samples on the 

nanoindenter. This is extremely important because a bad accommodation could lead to failed tests or, 

in a more extreme situation, the tip break. To avoid this, the following considerations has been 

considered: 

- If the sample is not completely flat, it must be embedded  in bakelite. This ensure that the 

sample, indeed, is totally flat and the tests will be performed correctly. If the sample has a 

small slope, the tests will stop automatically before finishing due to the null detection of the 

surface. Another possibility is that the tip could scratch the surface and thus the tip could break 

or wear out, hence affecting the whole results. 

- The sample must not exceed the holder height. The compliance of this condition is extremely 

important: otherwise, the tip will break for sure. 

- The bakelite height must be approximately 1 cm. If the actual heigh is greater than the limit, 

the previous condition will not be fulfilled because the sample will stand out the holder height.   

4.4. Nanoindentation tests 

Nanoindentation tests were performed in load control using iMicro nanoindenter (KLA) equipped with 

a diamond sharp Berkovich tip.  

4.4.1. Types of tests performed 

There are two types of tests with distinctive features. Hence, the selection between these will depend 

on whether you want to obtain the intrinsic mechanical properties – in which case, the dynamic tests 

are the optimal – or maps representing the changes in the mechanical properties – in which case, 

Nanoblitz tests must be chosen -. 

4.4.1.1. Dynamic tests 

This type of tests consists in measuring the hardness and the elastic modulus continuously while the 

nanoindentation is being performed. The main objective is to determine the intrinsic properties of the 

material. 

In dynamic tests matrices of indentations are made, and each corresponds to a test. It is possible to 

choose dimensions, but in this study is assumed that 3x3 are enough to achieve the objective. 
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Once the dynamic test is finished, an average value for hardness and another for modulus, with its 

standard deviation, is obtained for every single test and for the total amount of tests performed. 

Additionally, it is possible to get hardness or elastic modulus in function of penetration depth graphs.  

Dynamic tests are useful, for example, to analyze the property changes in heterogeneous materials 

that present composition gradient. 

4.4.1.2. Nanoblitz tests 

Nanoblitz tests differs from the dynamic ones by the fact that the hardness and elastic modulus are 

not measured continuously, but a greater number of tests are performed. This is because the objective 

is to represent how the mechanical properties – specifically the hardness and the elastic modulus - 

change through map-style representations. 

This type of test is of great interest as it makes possible to correlate the mentioned mechanical 

properties with microstructure images taken by SEM. 

4.4.2. Tests conditions 

The test conditions include multiple parameters that are extremely important because an incorrect 

determination of it may lead to incorrect results, due to the apparition of ISE or pile-up or sink-in, 

among others. To avoid these undesirable effects, an optimal selection of depth and spacing between 

indents must be chosen. 

 

To determine the test conditions, a trial test should be made on the sample which conditions we want 

to find establishing a parameter called decremental. Its function is to gradually lower the target load 

of the test. The aim to do this is to find the optimal load at which the spacing would be 10 times the 

depth value. 

 

It is very important to clarify that one sample could have more than one test condition if it contains 

clearly differentiated sections (for example, an etched sample). Therefore, the number of trial tests 

should vary depending on the studied sample. 

 

4.4.2.1. Finding the optimal test conditions 

Inview Review Data software is needed to properly determine the test conditions of the sample to be 

tested. Three graphs should be created from the data obtained through the trial test:  

- Modulus vs X position 

- Load vs X position 

- Load vs depth 
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On the first graph, modulus is mostly constant in function of X position, but from certain X position, 

modulus begins to change, either by increasing or decreasing. This X position should be remembered. 

 
Figure 14: Modulus vs X position graph example. Modulus values changes, approximately, on X position = 60 µm. Source: 

author image. 

On the second graph, target load is determined by the X position determined from the previous graph.  

 
Figure 15: Load vs X position example. For X position = 60 µm, its load is 5 mN, approximately. Source: author image. 

On the last graph and using the load obtained, an estimated value for depth is achieved. Now, the 

spacing rule can be applied to know the spacing between indents. 

 
Figure 16: Load vs depth graph example. For 5 mN load, 230 nm depth is estimated. Source: author image. 
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Knowing these parameters, dimensions of the maps and number of indents (points) can be established 

ensuring that the resolution will be the maximum as possible.  

4.5. Tests performed 

4.5.1.1. 316L + V4E with transition structure 

Nanoblitz maps with different dimensions were done on every sample region: two corresponding to 

the 316L region and two on the V4E region.  

On the 316L region, maps with 150 x 150 µm dimensions were done with 5 mN load indentations with 

2.3 µm spacing between them (65 x 65 indentations). On the V4E region, the load was 4.5 mN and 

spacing 1.7 µm. Maps with 400 x 400 µm were realized with the same load and spacing (173 x 173 

points). 

On the V4E region, 150 x 150 µm maps were effectuated applying 4.5 µm load and maintaining 1.7 µm 

spacing (88 x 88 indentations). 400 x 400 µm maps consisted in the same load and spacing (235 x 235 

indentations). 

4.5.1.2. 316L + V4E with gradient structure 

A total number of 14 Nanoblitz tests were done throughout the sample. The main intention was to see 

how properties changed through the gradient between the two metals that constitute the sample. 

Every map had 200 x 400 µm dimensions with 20 x 40 indents, resulting in a spacing of 10 µm, and load 

was set to 10 mN. Therefore, the total number of indentations was 11200. In this case, the optimal 

tests conditions were not searched because performing this test with maximum resolution would take 

an exorbitant amount of time. The main objective was, therefore, to visualize how the properties 

changes throughout the gradient in a general approach. 

As it has been seen that there are specific regions with a high number of molybdenum - and vanadium 

- rich carbides in V4E, 7 additional maps were taken place in that regions to analyze the carbide 

distribution. In this case, as maximum resolution as possible is needed, optimal test conditions were 

found, which have turned out to be 2.5 mN load and 3 µm spacing. Dimensions of each map were 

200x150 µm, which implies 23334 indentations in total.  

After the nanoindentation maps were realized, EDS analysis of the composition was performed. 
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4.5.1.3. 316L manufactured with layer remelting 

The same concatenation of Nanoblitz maps as the one realized in 316L + V4E with gradient structure 

were performed on this samples, as the objectives are the same: see how the properties changes 

through a large area.       

The maps had 200 x 400 µm dimensions with 40 x 60 indents, which implies 5 µm spacing and 33600 

indentations in total. It was decided to increase the maps resolution basing on the time needed to 

finish the tests made on the in 316L + V4E with gradient structure sample, which turned out to be lower 

than expected. 

4.5.1.4. Super Duplex 2507 

This sample was analyzed using SEM, EBSD and nanoindentations techniques. The main objective was 

to correlate the SEM and EBSD images, and the SEM image with the hardness nanoindentation map.  

A single 400x400 Nanoblitz map was done on this sample. After doing the optimal test conditions 

finding procedure, 3.5 mN load with 1.5 µm spacing was set up. 

4.5.1.5. 316L + BN 

Two different dimensions were used to perform the Nanoblitz maps on each part of the sample: 

150x150 µm and 400x400 µm. The optimal test conditions obtained were clearly different for the 

bigger part and for the smaller, consisting of 5 mN load with 2.1 µm spacing for the bigger part, and 2 

mN load with 1.2 µm spacing for the smaller one. Nevertheless, it was decided to consider a safety 

factor for the spacing parameter to ensure that the results were not altered by the overlapping effect. 

Therefore, the spacing was set up to 2.5 µm and 1.5 µm, respectively, which implies 3600 indentations 

for the 150x150 µm maps and 25600 for the 400x400 µm on the big part, and 100000 indentations for 

the 150x150 µm maps and 70756 for the 400x400 µm on the small part. 

4.5.1.6. 316L reference 

As in the 316L + BN sample, 150 x 150 µm and 400 x 400 µm dimensions were used to make the 

Nanoblitz maps. The optimal test conditions found to be 4.5 mN load with 2.3 µm spacing. As the 316L 

+ BN sample, a safety factor was considered on the spacing parameter, that was finally set up to 2.5 

µm. Therefore, 3600 indentations constituted the 150 x 150 µm maps and 25600 the 400 x 400 µm 

ones. 
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It is important to note that the dimensions of the maps performed are chosen depending on the sample 

surface quality and the time available to the results obtaining. Also, the feature high parameter was 

set to 700 nm in all tests to ensure that no scratching is produced by the tip indenter.  
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5. Results and discussions 

In the following chapters all results obtained of every sample in the study and the discussion are 

compiled, including contour plots and data deconvolution using GMM clustering. 

5.1. Multilayered materials 

5.1.1. 316L + V4E transition characterization 

In Figure 17 a) it can be seen the microstructure of the sample. Large and columnar austenite grains 

can be identified on the lower part of the image - that corresponds to the 316L steel region -, while on 

the top part of the image these grains lose its characteristic elongated shape – this region belongs to 

the V4E region, with Mo and V rich carbides. In the b) image, an EBSD image is shown, and different 

crystallographic orientations for the austenite grains are indexed. 

 
Figure 17: a) SEM image of the 316L+V4X with transition structure microstructure. b) EBSD image of the transition between 

the 316L and the V4E regions. Source: author image. 
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Figure 18 contain the hardness and modulus contour plots obtained through the Nanoblitz tests of the 

316L region of the sample, corresponding the a) and b) images to the 150x150 µm maps, and c) and d) 

to the 400x400 µm ones. The austenite grains are clearly visible on the big dimensions maps, especially 

in the d) image. 

 
Figure 18: Contour plots of the 316L region of the 316L+V4E sample with transition structure. a) and b) maps have 150x150 

µm dimensions, whether c) and d) have 400x400 µm dimensions. Source: author image. 

As it is known that only austenite phase is present in 316L steel [9], [48], the variations on the elastic 

modulus values – where it can be thought that these represent two different phases – are caused by 

the differences in crystallographic orientations. Regarding the hardness contour maps, the fact that 

the crystallographic orientations are not as clear as for the elastic modulus ones must be highlighted. 

On the d) image, there are two different crystallographic orientations – that corresponds to the 

elongated columnar grains -, one having a modulus between 192 and 224 GPa, and the other between 

160 and 192. On the b) image it is possible to see a more detailed region of the transition between the 

two crystallographic orientations.  

Statistical analysis is performed using the GMM clustering algorithm. Figure 19 compares the obtained 

X vs Y position cluster plot with the modulus contour plot. The large columnar austenite grains can be 

seen containing two different crystallographic orientations.  
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In Figure 20, contribution of each identified cluster is represented above the experimental data 

histogram. In Figure 21, the hardness vs modulus cluster plot is presented, showing a high-level of 

dispersion of the crystallographic orientations 1 and 4 clusters. 

 
Figure 19: comparison between a) the X position vs Y position cluster plot and b) the modulus contour plot of the316L region 

of the 316L+V4X transition sample. Source: author image. 

 
Figure 20: contribution of each cluster of the 316L region of the  316L+V4E transition sample. Source: author image. 
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Figure 21: hardness vs modulus cluster plot of the 316L region of the 316L+V4E transition sample. Source: author image. 

From the Figure 19 it can be said that the similarity between the cluster and contour plots is extremely 

high, indicating that the algorithm is able to detect and classify into clusters the nanoindentation tests 

data. Nevertheless, in Figure 20 is possible to see that the contributions of each clusters overlap each 

other, indicating that these does not fit completely fine to the experimental data, which could mean 

that there are some uncertainties on the clustering – which seems that is not the case, as the cluster 

and contour plots are very similar each other -. Also, it must be highlighted the fact that the cluster 

contributions fit better on the modulus values than on the hardness. From the Figure 21, it can be 

deduced that the crystallographic orientations 2 and 3 clusters are the ones with higher grade of 

adjustment, as the data dispersion is low, and the 1 and 4 ones involve uncertainty because of the data 

dispersion – which possibly is caused by the overlapping with the other contributions (see Figure 20 

b)).  

Figure 22 includes the hardness and modulus contour plots, obtained thanks to the nanoindentation 

maps, of the V4E region of the sample. The Mo and V rich carbides can be seen in a) and b) images, 

while surface defects – with also the Mo and V rich carbides - are visible in c) and d) images. 
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Figure 22: contour plots of the V4E region of the 316L+V4E transition sample with transition structure. a) and b) maps have 

150x150 µm dimensions, whether c) and d) have 400x400 µm dimensions. Source: author image. 

Figure 22 a) and b) images provide us a well-defined image of the present microstructural phases, 

which can be speculated that are martensite, retained austenite, and carbides [11], [12]. As the 

carbides are the hardest phase, they are clearly identified as red dots, having hardness values between 

9 - 12 GPa. On the other hand, the retained austenite and martensite are discerned with light blue and 

green areas, having hardness values between 5 - 7 GPa, and 7 – 9 GPa, respectively. The phase 

distribution seems to be homogeneous, with the absence of any texture. Looking at Figure 22 c), it is 

possible to see a very soft region – relative to the other values – represented with dark blue color. This 

corresponds to a surface defect. On the top of the plot there is a well-distributed carbide region, that 

seems to have the same structure that the one observed in Figure 22 a). 

Looking at Figure 22 d), it is evident that the equipment has measured inaccurate values for the elastic 

modulus, as we can see an abrupt change in X position, which seems not to be related to the 

microstructure. A notable observation is that surface defects significantly impact the measured 

mechanical properties, as evident from the contour plots. With this, it has been detected that elastic 

modulus is sensitive to minor changes that may occur during the test, and it is not possible to provide 

a clear explanation for this behavior. Therefore, we may not consider the modulus presented as a 
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reliable indicator of the material’s true elastic modulus. Instead, it is presented as an additional 

characteristic associated with the sample. 

The statistical analysis for the V4E region of the 316L+V4E have been done using the 150x150 µm 

contour maps data due to the presence of surface defects on the 400x400 µm ones, that may affect 

negatively on the phase identification. In consequence, the data amount to analyze is lower. 

In Figure 23, a comparison between the X vs Y position cluster and contour plots is presented. Figure 

24 shows the cluster contribution of each cluster – named with the speculated phases present on the 

material -, and Figure 25 shows the hardness vs modulus contour plot. 

 
Figure 23: comparison between a) X position vs Y position cluster plot and b) X position vs Y position contour plot  for the V4E 

region of the 316L+V4E transition sample. Source: author image. 

 
Figure 24: contributions of each cluster of a) hardness and b) elastic modulus for the V4E region of the 316L+V4E transition 

sample. Source: author image 
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Figure 25: modulus in function of hardness representation of the phases identified by the clustering algorithm for the V4E 

region of the 316L+V4E transition sample. Source: author image. 

Comparing the clustering and the contour plot of hardness in X and Y position we can see that the 

clustering has not fitted well the data (see Figure 23). In the contour plot it is clearly observed three 

regions: blue (180-200 GPa) which may correspond to austenite, green (200-230 GPa) which may 

correspond to martensite and red (230-250 GPa) which may correspond to the carbides. This is because 

the values of hardness of the phases austenite and martensite are very close, and the method is not 

fitting this well. Therefore, a future work must be done focusing in improving this clustering. 

Nevertheless, looking at the contributions of the clusters identified by the algorithm (Figure 24), the 

martensite one fits almost perfectly to the experimental data, while the carbides and retained 

austenite clusters not.  

Analyzing the Figure 25 cluster plot, the data dispersion of the carbides cluster is quite considerable. 

On the other hand, martensite cluster is well-defined, matching with the fact that its associated data 

fits almost perfectly with a gaussian distribution.  

5.1.2. 316L + V4E sample with gradient 

Figure 26 presents the 14 hardness contour plots concatenated, resulting in a single big-dimensional 

map of 6000x150 µm. The arrows point to areas containing Mo and V rich carbides – from the layers 

of V4E -, subsequently analyzed in more detail. 
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Figure 26: Concatenation of the 14 hardness contour plots. The arrows point to the approximate area in which a more 
detailed contour plot has been done subsequently. Source: author image. 

As the X position increases, more V4E layers are mixed with the 316L steel, and the hardness of what 

turned out to be 316L increase progressively. 

In Figure 27, the detailed hardness contour plots and EDX of the pointed areas showed on Figure 26 

are exposed.  
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Figure 27: Detailed hardness contour plots of the indicated regions in Figure 23, and it’s respective EDX maps. Source: author 
image. 

As it is expected because of the Figure 26 contour plot, the number of carbides - represented in red -, 

increases as we go along the X position, and slightly decreases on the last test. These carbides reach 

hardness values of 9-10 GPa and are disposed in an elongated form. 

The results of the EDS tests allow us to verify its chemical composition. Also, if we compare it with the 

contour plots, we can realize that they match perfectly. This allows us to state that, effectively, the red 

zones represented in the contour plots are the expected Mo and V rich carbides. 

In Figure 28 is presented the same map style as previously showed in Figure 26 but using the elastic 

modulus values. The Mo and V rich carbides areas are pointed with arrows and matches with the ones 

marked in the hardness contour plot. 

 

 
Figure 28: Concatenation of the 14 modulus contour plots. The arrows point to the approximate area in which a more 

detailed contour plot has been done subsequently. 

In Figure 29, the elastic modulus contour plots with its corresponding EDS images are presented.  
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Figure 29: Detailed elastic modulus contour plots of the indicated regions in Figure 21, and it’s respective EDX maps. Source: 

author image. 

The EDS results shown in Figure 29 are the same as in Figure 27; they have been shown twice only with 

the purpose of comparing them with the modulus contour plots. It is interesting to focus on the first 

plots of Figures 27 and 29 since it can be appreciated a similarity with the contour plot obtained 

analyzing the 316L+V4E transition sample, concretely the one performed on the 316L region. 

Furthermore, initial mixture of the V4E carbides with the 316L is clearly captured on these plots.  

In Figure 30 a) is represented the trend that follows the presence of the elements Cr, Mo, and V. The 

b) image shows a more detailed representation of the Mo and V tendency. Both trends are presented 

as the change in % of elements along X position in the gradient. 
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Figure 30: a) carbide presence tendency of the Cr, Mo, and V elements from the Figure 15 maps. b) detailed tendency of the 

Mo and V elements. Source: author image. 

Chromium content - present in higher content in 316L - decreases from 10% to 7.1% meanwhile 

molybdenum and vanadium increase slightly from 1.9% to 2.2% and 1.1% to 1.9%, respectively, in tests 

1 to 4. This phenomenon could be related to the increase in V4E carbides as it is possible to observe an 

increase of red zones in the contour maps. The 316L steel contains a high quantity of chromium, while 

the V4E have a high quantity of vanadium, as has been showed previously on Table 1. Therefore, the 

decrease of chromium and increase of the other elements makes sense, as a high quantity of chromium 

involves the presence of 316L steel, and high quantity of vanadium involves the presence of V4E, 

remembering that the sample manufacturing consisted in 316L steel being gradually mixed with V4E. 

From tests 4 to 7, chromium content increases slightly from 7.1% to 7.6%, while molybdenum and 

vanadium maintain its values. Again, this makes sense as less quantity of V4E carbides and more 316L 

steel are observed on the contour plot and considering that the chromium and vanadium content is 

related with the presence of 316L and V4E steel.  

Table 2 compiles all the data graphed in Figure 30 a). The tendency of the molybdenum and vanadium 

have been represented with more detail on Figure 30 b). 

Table 2: percentage in weight values in function of test number from the EDS analysis. Source: author table 

Test number %wt Cr %wt Mo %wt V 

Test 1 10 1.9 1.1 

Test 2 9.4 2 1.3 

Test 3 8.1 2.1 1.6 

Test 4 7.1 2.1 1.9 
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Test 5 7.2 2.2 1.9 

Test 6 7.4 2.2 1.8 

Test 7 7.6 2.1 1.7 

Nevertheless, the percentage in weight of the elements obtained through EDS analysis does not 

coincide with the data from the literature [11], [12]. For this reason, is important to consider that the 

percentages obtained and mentioned in Table 2 are not representative of the whole sample due to the 

small area of the tests performed. Also, it should be considered the fact that the main function of the 

EDS analysis is to see tendencies of the studied elements. Therefore, as the values of the Table 2 does 

not correspond to the nominal composition of the sample, the non-coincidence of its values and the 

ones written on the literature is not a problem. 

No statistical analysis is applied on this sample since it is constituted by a 316L and V4E steels mixture, 

giving place to an extra difficulty on the phase’s identification or crystallographic orientation process 

and preventing the correct execution of it. 

5.2. Microstructurally tailored materials 

5.2.1.  316L sample manufactured with layer remelting 

Figure 31 indicates the locations where the nanoindentation maps were performed, and Figure 32 the 

concatenation and merging of the maps for the samples manufactured with layer remelting of 316L 

steel. Figure 32 a) refers to the sample that have been cut to make the transversal view visible, and b) 

to the one with the axial view visible.  

 
Figure 31: approximate location of the tested areas. The arrow point to the starting point of the maps. Source author image. 
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Figure 32: concatenation of the 14 hardness contour plots for a) the transversal view and b) the axial view of the 316L samples 
manufactured with layer remelting. 

Regarding the sample with the transversal view visible, we can observe the elongated grains - as 

expected - in the manufacturing direction. Two main changes occur at the beginning and at the end of 

the area, but in general no relevant changes are observed. On the other hand, for the sample tested in 

the axial view, it can be clearly observed that in the first 3000 µm some carbides are present in the 

hard phase. 

From these two contour plots, it could be said that the regions with different hardness values indicates 

that microstructural changes may have been taken place, and that the hardness values are more 

sensitive to it in X and Y position than to the Z one. 

In this case, statistical analysis has not been done either. The objective for this part is to report the 

changes along the different directions and see how laser remelting affects the mechanical properties. 

Since the phases change along the X axis, clustering analysis does not make sense. 

5.2.2. Super duplex steel 2507 

In Figure 33, the hardness and modulus contour plots corresponding to the super duplex steel sample 

are exhibited. 
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Figure 33: a) hardness and b) modulus contour plots of the nanoindentation map performed on the SD sample. Source: author 

image. 

The microstructure with small grains of sigma, ferrite, and austenite of the super duplex is clearly 

observed in the hardness and modulus nanoindentation map.  In the middle, a region with low 

hardness and modulus correlates with an EBSD performed before the nanoindentation map. The 

interactions of the electrons with the sample during the EBSD may have affected the mechanical 

properties of the surface of the sample. 

Statistical analysis using the GMM clustering algorithm is performed on this sample as three phases 

are present on this material: sigma, austenite, and ferrite [10]. In Figure 34, comparison between the 

X and Y position contour and cluster plots is exhibited. In Figure 35, a histogram representation of the 

clustered data is illustrated for both hardness and elastic modulus. The “Experimental data” includes 

all the data, while “Ferrite”, “Austenite”, “Sigma” and “Noise cluster” represent the data labeled on 

each cluster, and in Figure 36 the cluster plot is presented. 

 
Figure 34: comparison between a) X position vs Y position contour plot and b) X position vs Y position cluster plot for the SD 

sample. Source: author image. 
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Figure 35: contribution of each cluster of a) hardness and b) elastic modulus for the 316L region of the SD sample. Source: 

author image. 

 
Figure 36: hardness in function of modulus representation of the phases identified by the clustering algorithm for the SD 

sample. Source: author image. 

With the Figure 34 comparison is possible to visualize the quality of the phase identification made by 

the clustering algorithm, that seems to be acceptable as both images can be correlated. It should be 

noted that the elastic modulus contour plot was chosen because the region affected by the previous 

EBSD test is not visible on the hardness contour plot. 

If the experimental data is plotted as the elastic modulus in function of the hardness, as Figure 36, 

information about the data dispersion is obtained. The green cluster is the one with lower grade of 

dispersion, indicating that is the one that fits better with the Gaussians distribution. The remaining 

detected phases have a considerable level of dispersion, indicating that care must be taken as maybe 
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the clusters are not discerned correctly – there are uncertainty on the resulting clusters -. For this 

reason, it cannot be assumed that the phase identification has been done perfectly. Future work must 

be done regarding this topic. 

On Figure 37, the hardness (a) and EBSD (b) images are overlapped with the SEM – showing the 

microstructure of the sample –. The correlation of both analysis fits with the SEM image of the 

microstructure. 

 

 
Figure 37: correlation between a) SEM and hardness contour plot, and b) SEM and EBSD image. RAW SEM image is included 

for better understanding. Source: author image.  

By analyzing both correlations it is demonstrated that the Sigma phase is the hardest one. Looking at 

the regions marked with red circles, it can be observed that the presence of sigma phase increases the 

hardness values, reaching 10-13 GPa, approximately. Moreover, the areas where ferrite or austenite 

phases are present, the hardness values become lower – between 3 and 7.5 GPa -. 
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5.2.3. Addition of BN to a 316L steel sample 

The study of the two remaining samples have been focused on the microstructural effects that adding 

boron carbides (BN) implies. For this reason, a 316L steel sample – which acts as a reference – have 

been tested and compared with another containing a mixture of 316L and BN. 

5.2.3.1. 316L reference sample 

In Figure 38, the contour plots of the 316L steel sample are presented. As have been seen previously 

on section 5.1.1, austenite elongated grains with different crystallographic orientations are visible. 

 
Figure 38: Contour plots of the 316L reference sample. a) and b) maps have 150x150 µm dimensions, whether c) and d) have 

400x400 µm dimensions. Source: author image. 

Analyzing the Figure 38 c) and d) contour plots of the 316L steel reference sample, the results are the 

same as the ones obtained on the 316L+V4E with transition structure – this is the reason why statistical 

analysis are not performed -. Two clearly different crystallographic orientations can be identified that 

fits with the large and columnar grains, corresponding to the austenite phase.  
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5.2.3.2. 316L+BN 

In Figure 39, the contour plots of the big part of the 316L + BN sample are presented. 

 
Figure 39: Contour plots of the big part of the 316L+BN sample. a) and b) maps have 150x150 µm dimensions, whether c) and 

d) have 400x400 µm dimensions. Source: author image. 

An elongated texture can be seen constituted by the different crystallographic orientations found on 

the 316L reference sample. Furthermore, small hard regions – visible in a) and c) contour plots – 

corresponding to the boron carbides can be spotted.   

The effect of the boron carbides seems to consist of grain refinement, especially if Figures 38 d) and 39 

d) are compared. This should involve an improvement of the mechanical properties, but it is not in this 

case as neither hardness nor elastic modulus have been improved considerably. 

Figure 40 shows the same information as Figure 39, but for the small part of the sample.  
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Figure 40: Contour plots of the small part of the 316L+BN sample. a) and b) maps have 150x150 µm dimensions, whether c) 

and d) have 400x400 µm dimensions. Source: author image. 

Slightly different results were obtained but, in general terms, the conclusions are the same. Different 

crystallographic orientations of the 316L austenitic phase that fits with its grains can be identified. 

Although, this time the grains are less elongated and even smaller -this makes sense, as the big part of 

the sample was cut by the Z manufacturing plane, while the small part was cut by the XY one -. Also, it 

should be noted that the number of boron carbides detected on the hardness contour plots have 

become considerably lower, although on the modulus contour plots seems to be clearly detected on 

the same way. Two possible explanations for this are: (i) the small-size and low density of the BN 

powder makes difficult to process the powder blend, and it is possible that part of the powder is 

expelled away from the melt pool during processing and (ii) it is possible that part of the BN that is 

incorporated in the melt gets dissolved in the 316L matrix. In future studies it would be interesting to 

further analyze the presence of Boron and Nitrogen in the 316L by using techniques such as EDS. 

In Figures 41 to 43, the statistical analysis for the big part of the sample is performed. In Figure 41 the 

comparison between the cluster and the contour plots is presented, showing an acceptable 

correlation. In Figure 42, the contribution of each cluster is plotted, and in Figure 43 the hardness in 

function of modulus cluster plot is exposed.   
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Figure 41: comparison between a) X position vs Y position contour plot and b) X position vs Y position cluster of the big part of 

the 316L+BN sample. Source: author image. 

 
Figure 42: contribution of each cluster of a) hardness and b) elastic modulus of the big part of the 316L+BN sample . Source: 

author image. 
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Figure 43: hardness in function of modulus representation of the phases identified by the clustering algorithm of the big part 

of the 316L+BN sample. Source: author image. 

It must be noted that, in this case, the algorithm seems to work acceptably fine as the cluster and 

contour plots have a great similarity. Nevertheless, taking a closer look at the comparison, some points 

of the crystallographic orientation 1 cluster are labeled as the crystallographic orientation 3 cluster, 

and vice versa. This makes sense, as the contribution of crystallographic orientations 1 to 3 clusters 

overlap each other although it seems that fits correctly to the experimental data, see Figure 42. This is 

verified on the hardness in function of modulus cluster plot, where the dispersion of the data 

corresponding to those clusters does not have a considerable dispersion. Regarding the 

crystallographic orientation 4, the high-level dispersion of its data and the fact that does not fit in the 

contribution of each cluster representation means that can be considered as “Noise data” – data that 

cannot be classified in the other clusters -.   

In Figures 44 to 46, the same information is presented as Figures 41 to 43, but for the small part of the 

sample. 
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Figure 44: comparison between a) X position vs Y position contour plot and b) X position vs Y position cluster plot of the small 

part of the 316L+BN sample. Source: author image. 

 

 
Figure 45: contribution of each cluster of a) hardness and b) elastic modulus for the small part of the 316L+BN sample . 

Source: author image. 
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Figure 46: hardness in function of modulus representation of the phases identified by the clustering algorithm of the small 

part of the 316L+BN sample. Source: author image. 

In this case, it seems that the algorithm worked acceptably fine as well as for the big part, considering 

that the cluster and contour plots are similar each other. The crystallographic orientation 1 seems to 

be the best identified cluster, while there is uncertainty regarding the remaining ones. The  

crystallographic 2 and 3 clusters are confused with each other clearly, see Figure 44. Taking a closer 

look to the contribution of each cluster – Figure 45 -, it can be confirmed that the crystallographic 

orientation 2 cluster is not identified correctly, as it does not fit to the experimental data. Regarding 

the crystallographic orientation 4 cluster, the dispersion of data showed in the hardness in function of 

modulus cluster plot indicates that possibly it may be a “noise cluster”. Nevertheless, it seems that its 

contribution fits – almost – to the experimental data and, analyzing comparison made in Figure 44, it 

can be observed that this cluster corresponds to the data points with higher elastic modulus value.   
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6. Additional considerations 

On this chapter, additional discussions and considerations arisen from the realization of this study are 

exposed and explained. 

6.1. Selecting the most effective statistical method 

As it has been mentioned previously on chapter 2.2, there are multiple clustering algorithms to perform 

statistical analysis of the nanoindentation data, and each one has its advantages and drawbacks. One 

of the main challenges of this study was to select the algorithm that better works for the phase 

identification of the materials. To achieve this, all the clustering algorithms were applied to multiple 

samples and the one that showed better results was chosen as the best one.  

 
Figure 47: comparison between the modulus in function of hardness cluster plots of a) K-means b) DBSCAN and c) GMM 

clustering algorithms applied to the SD sample. Source: author image 

The first tried algorithm was K-means. As it is shown in Figure 47 a), the classification of the data was 

effectuated horizontally, which makes no sense. The black stars markers indicate the centroids of each 

cluster as it is a needed parameter to the algorithm. 

DBSCAN algorithm group the data in three small clusters and in another big one. Apparently, it seems 

that this is a strange classification, but it is not enough to consider the algorithm as invalid. But looking 

at the Y position in function of X position contour plot – represented in Figure 48 -, DBSCAN can be 

discarded. 
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Figure 48: Y position in function of X position cluster plot of the SD sample, made using DBSCAN algorithm. Source: author 

image. 

Regarding the HAC algorithm, it cannot be applied to this data because the resources needed were too 

high and the computation time was too long. Therefore, HAC was discarded. 

Considering all the information presented, GMM algorithm was chosen the best one as the 

classification of the data seems to be the one that gives the best results.  

6.2. The main problem of the GMM method 

Although the GMM clustering algorithm was chosen as the best one – discarding K-means, HAC and 

DBSCAN -, it does not work perfectly to perform the phase identification as in most cases the Gaussian 

distributions that the algorithm fits to the experimental data overlap each other, involving the 

misestimation of the phase in some regions of the nanoindentation map performed previously.  

An example of this could be observed on the histograms of the SD sample (Figure 35): there are a 

considerable quantity of area that corresponds to two or more Gaussian distribution and, therefore, 

two or more phases. Another example is shown in Figure 49, in which the same phenomenon occurs. 
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Figure 49: hardness and modulus data histograms of the 316L reference sample with the Gaussian distributions overlapped. 

Source: author image. 

It must be said that, for this example – 316L reference sample -, the distributions correspond to 

crystallographic orientations instead of phases. Nevertheless, this does not affect to the reasoning. 

  

Figure 50: comparison between a) cluster plot and b) contour plot of the 316L reference sample. Source: author image. 

On Figure 50 a misestimation of the crystallographic orientations can be spotted, as the blue region on 

the 250 µm X position of the cluster plot does not match with its corresponding area on the contour 

plot. 

6.3. Affectations in the nanoindenter measures 

When analyzing the contour plots made from the nanoindentation map data, there are multiple 

aspects to consider. The presence of defects on the surface of the sample is one of the most common 

ones. If the area to be indented have defects such as scratches, pores, or dirt, they will affect both the 

hardness and elastic modulus measures of the specific area containing these defects. An example of 

this can be found in Figure 22 c). 

Another affectation that can appear to the results – and therefore ruining it – is the tip wear. This 

phenomenon takes place when a high number of indentations are made without calibrating the tip. 
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In Figure 22 d), an example of this could be seen. When performing the nanoindentation map, the 

modulus values – which are most sensitive than the hardness ones – gradually increase, masking the 

real values.  
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7. Expectations for the future 

As is has been exposed during this study, the statistical analysis of the samples – the 316L+V4X 

transition, gradient and Super Duplex – has been negatively affected by the main problem of the 

inaccuracy that the GMM clustering algorithm – and generally the unsupervised algorithm methods - 

involves. By the application of these statistical methodologies, it has been observed that, when the 

phases or crystallographic orientations are close each other, the clustering algorithm is not able to set 

exactly where the border between clusters is. For this reason and as a result of this study, further 

investigation to improve the clusters delimitation of the applied algorithm – GMM – is proposed. 

Alternatively, it is proposed to carry out an in-depth study to find another possible clustering algorithms 

– with its necessary parameters, if needed – that can fit the data coming from nanoindentation tests. 

By realizing this, a robust and automated method to do the phase identification could be achieved. 
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Conclusions 

At the end of this investigation, the initial proposed objectives have been successfully accomplished: 

First, the nanoindentation basic theory has been understood. This has been a fundamental 

requirement to develop all the investigation. Nanoindentation tests were performed successfully to a 

group of AM samples – made by PBF-EB – and the results were treated and plotted to analyze the 

mechanical properties and perform microstructural characterization. At the same time, research of 

different statistical methods has been done to select which one would give us the best results. Finally, 

a correlation between the contour plots with the microstructure obtained through characterization 

techniques – EBSD, EDS and SEM – has been performed successfully. 

Apart from achieving the initial objectives, multiple conclusions have been reached. 

- High-speed nanoindentation is a fast method to obtain mechanical properties at micro-length 

scale of large areas.  

- Microstructure and different crystallographic orientations can be observed using high-speed 

nanoindentation. This is especially important as, in some cases, it would be an alternative of 

another characterization techniques such as EBSD, SEM or EDS. 

- Although the Gaussian Mixture Model can identify the phases in some samples, in others such 

as 316L+V4E the model does not work well. In general, unsupervised models have 

demonstrated that are not able to fit well the identified phases. Therefore, there are still some 

advances to do in statistical analysis. 

- The gradient of layers of 316L and V4E show that the mix of the two materials can successfully 

improve the hardness values. This could be a competitive advantage as modifying the 

mechanical properties of complex shape parts using AM would be possible.  

- Sometimes it is better to compare with modulus contour plot and, in other cases, with the 

hardness contour plot. It is suspected that this is because of the crystallographic orientations
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Economic analysis 

In this section all the cost of the study is specified. Only the equipment has involved costs as the 

samples has been sent by Carlos Botero. 

Table 3: detailed pricing of the used equipment [81].  

Equipment Time of use [h] Cost [€/h] Total cost [€] 

iMicro nanoindenter 550 20 11000 

Optical microscope 5 9 45 

SEM 3 187.5 562.5 

Desktop SEM 10 45 450 

Table 4: detailed pricing of the required services [82]. 

Equipment Number of samples Cost [€/sample] Total cost [€] 

EBSD 4 300 1200 

It must be noted that the EBSD analysis was performed on only one sample, but four attempts were 

needed. 

Table 5: total price of the use of equipment. 

Equipment Price [€] 

iMicro nanoindenter 11000 

Optical microscope 45 

SEM 562.5 

Desktop SEM 450 

EBSD 1200 

TOTAL 13257.5 
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